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The Solar Cross  

i.   Touching the forehead say (vibrate)  Tu Es  

ii.  Touching the heart say Aiwass  

iii. Touching the groin say Regnum  

iv.  Touching the right shoulder, say  Et Potentia  

v.   Touching the left shoulder say Et Gloria  

vi.  Clasping the hands upon the breast, say  In Saeculus Saecularum  

The Formulation of the Fivefold Star  
The Proclamation unto Nuit  ( Liber Al vel Legis  I:52)  

   

vi.   Turning to the East  visualize in thy forehead a  pentagram ; with the thumbs and forefingers 
touching, frame the pentagram and vibrate  RA-HOOR-KHUIT. In the sign of attack, fling the 
pentagram forth and vibrate THERION.  Step back in the sign of defense.  

   



vii. Turning to the South visualize in thy forehead a  pentagram ; with the thumbs and forefingers 
touching, frame the pentagram and vibrate  RA-HOOR-KHUIT. In the sign of attack, fling the 
pentagram forth and vibrate HADIT.  Step back in the sign of defense.  

   

viii.Turning to the West visualize in thy forehead a  pentagram ; with the thumbs and forefingers 
touching, frame the pentagram and vibrate HOOR-PA-KRAAT In the sign of attack, fling the 
pentagram forth and vibrate BABALON  Step back in the sign of defense.  

   

Ix. Turning to the North visualize in thy forehead a  pentagram ; with the thumbs and forefingers 
touching, frame the pentegram and vibrate  HOOR-PA-KRAAT  In the sign of attack, fling the 
pentagram forth and vibrate  NUIT Step back in the sign of defense.  

   

The Making of the Secret Doors  
The Setting of the wards of the Universe  (Liber Al vel Legis I:38)  

x.   Extending the arms in the form of a T say;  

xi.  Before me THERION voice of the Aeon  

xii. Behind me BABALON Bride of the Beast.  

xiii.On my right hand SET  Great Lord of the South.  

xiv.On my left hand HORUS  Lord of the North.  

xv. For about me flames the Fivefold Star of Nuit.  

xvi.And in the column stands the Sixfold Star of Hadit.  
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